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Publisher‘s profile

Hauschka Verlag has been publishing learning and study material for more than 45 years. 
Our products empower children to study on their own and allow them to focus on areas 
they’re struggling in to strengthen their skills.

We trust children’s independence. Children become motivated when they are able to do 
things on their own, so all our products give them plenty of opportunities to solve puzzles 
and tasks with or without help from the adults in their life.

We recognise that children learn best when they can easily understand the materials they 
work with. That is why all our books and blocks have been quality-tested extensively by 
both children and teachers.

We know children can do more than they think. Our books and blocks contain a wide 
variety of tasks that challenge children to learn, reflect and improve their skills without ever 
feeling like they are bored by studying.

Our unique approach and testing requirements mean that children who work with our 
products can refresh previously acquired knowledge, improve topics they missed out on, 
and get on track for a lifetime of learning – all while having fun.

Selling points

 y quality based on over 45 years of experience

 y perfect for at home and on the go

 y wide variety of easily understandable content suited for children

 y foster independent and motivated learning, practising and revising

 y edited with and tested by children

 y individual and goal-oriented learning in small steps

 y tests to review and solidify learning progress

 y removable answer sheets

 y maths books with thorough solutions and detailed explanations

 y independent from textbooks

 y Amazon bestseller with top rankings

Table of Contents Preface
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Learn and have fun in nursery school
Our exercise blocks for children in nursery school help children to playfully improve their 
concentration, motor skills and visual perception. They will learn how to look and compare 
pictures carefully and how to think logically. The blocks offer ideal preparation for nursery 
and primary school. All exercises feature lovely child-friendly illustrations.

The handy size makes our blocks the perfect companion at home and on the go!

620 Preschool block – 
I can do that!

626 Preschool Block – 
Handwriting exercises

621 Preschool block – 
Shapes, colours, finding 
mistakes

627 Preschool Block – 
Numbers and quantities

622 Preschool block – 
Comparing, connecting, 
finding errors

616 Preschool block – 
Riddles and Mindgames

618 Preschool block – 
Cutting, sticking, creative 
working

617 Preschool block – 
I can do that!

623 Preschool Block – 
Concentration and perception

619 Preschool block – 
Similarities and Differences

624 Preschool Block – 
Logical thinking, solving 
puzzles and tasks

Let’s start school!
These preschool blocks let children get ready for school step-by-step. Exciting riddles and varied 
tasks help children improve their concentration, visual perception, fine motor skills and basic 
mathematical abilities. This way, children will be motivated and well-prepared for their first year 
of school. All exercises feature lovely child-friendly illustrations.

The handy size makes our blocks the perfect companion at home and on the go!

3 years and up
3 years and up

4 years and up

4 years and up
4 years and up

4 years and up

Specifications

Category preschool

Age 3+

Series six titles

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-616-3, 978-3-88100-619-4, 978-3-88100-617-0, 
978-3-88100-620-0, 978-3-88100-621-7, 978-3-88100-622-4

Author Linda Bayerl (621, 622), Ulrike Maier (616, 617, 619, 620)

Illustrations Sabine Dengl

Rights sold: 619: China, Russia, 620: China, Russia, 621: China, Russia, 622: China, Russia

Specifications

Category preschool

Age 5+

Series five titles

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-618-7, 978-3-88100-623-1, 978-3-88100-624-8, 
978-3-88100-626-2 , 978-3-88100-627-9

Author Linda Bayerl (623, 624), Ulrike Maier (618, 626, 627)

Illustrations Sabine Dengl

Rights sold: 623: China, Russia, 624: China, Russia, 627: China, Russia

All designated blocks 
are available as a sample 

in English and French.
5 years and up

5 years and up
5 years and up

5 years and up

5 years and up
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Discover numbers
Children learn about the numbers 1 through 10 in varied and lovingly illustrated tasks. They 
develop an understanding of quantity, learn to distinguish between geometrical shapes and 
how to apply logical thought. Willi the raccoon accompanies children on their journey through 
the world of numbers.

A removable mathematical game boosts motivation and improves the learning process.

613 Preschool book– 
Discover numbers

Preschool Puzzles and exercises

Puzzles, riddles, problems and brainteasers
Kiss boredom goodbye! These popular puzzle blocks have been carefully curated and contain 
lots of age-appropriate puzzles. Children will love solving picture puzzles, sudokus and mazes, 
finding mistakes and a whole lot more! They will develop fine motor skills, visual perception, 
concentration and logical thinking while working with these blocks.

Our puzzle blocks are the perfect companion for long car rides and rainy afternoons.

741 Puzzle block – 
6 years and up

742 Puzzle block – 
7 years and up

739 Puzzle block – 
5 years and up (vol. 1)

740 Puzzle block – 
5 years and up (vol. 2)

7 years and up

Specifications

Category preschool and primary school, 1st year

Age 4+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 76 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 5,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-613-2

Author Heike Hünemann-Rottstegge, Ulrike Maier

Illustrations Martina Knapp

Rights sold China

Specifications

Category preschool

Age 5+

Series four titles

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-739-9, 978-3-88100-740-5, 978-3-88100-741-2, 
978-3-88100-742-9

Author Ulrike Maier (739, 740), Agnes Spiecker (741, 742)

Illustrations Gisela Specht (739, 740, 741, 742) 
Mascha Greune, Martina Knapp, Sabine Dengl (741, 742)

5 years and up

6 years and up

5 years and up
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Training mathematics – Year 1
Coco the monkey will take children on a journey through the world of mathematics. They learn 
how to write, identify and compare numbers – first up to 10 and then up to 20 – before they 
start arithmetic. This book offers a wide array of mathematical tasks: arithmetic problems, 
reading analog and digital clocks, calculating time and small sums of money. Pupils will also 
learn about shapes and how to solve word problems. Interesting and entertaining puzzles 
keep maths fun and rewarding.

71 Primary school – 
Training mathematics – Year 1

MathematicsLearning to read

Learn to read and understand stories
Children learn how to read at very different speeds. These blocks are suitable for all children who 
have mastered their letters and want to practice reading short stories about the world, animals, 
sports, school or the holidays. They will discover a new story on each page and answer simple 
questions to make sure they understand words, context and derive meaning from pictures.

These blocks feature beautiful, child-friendly and diverse watercolour illustrations.

504 My first reading block – 
Fun with sports!

505 My first reading block – 
Discover the world 

506 My first reading block – 
Throughout the year 

501 My first reading block – 
What‘s happening at school? 

502 My first reading block – 
Summer, vacation, 
sunshine 

503 My first reading block – 
Animal stories

Specifications

Category primary school, 1st year

Age 6+

Series six titles

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-501-2, 978-3-88100-502-9, 978-3-88100-503-6, 
978-3-88100-504-3, 978-3-88100-505-0, 978-3-88100-506-7

Author Helena Heiß (501, 502), Carola Materna (503, 504), Ulrike Maier (505, 506)

Illustrations Susanne Schulte

Specifications

Category primary school, 1st year

Age 6+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 104 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-071-0

Author Helena Heiß

Illustrations Gisela Specht

Rights sold Belarus
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Training mathematics – Year 2
This book helps children train all important subject areas in year 2 maths. Each chapter covers 
a different subject area (including arithmetic involving numbers up to 100, multiplication tables, 
geometry, quantities, calculating time and money, and basic combinatorics) so children can 
focus on what they need to improve. Tests at the end of each chapter make sure parents and 
children can review and self-assess their current knowledge. Coco the monkey will help and 
motivate children to master numbers and mathematical principles.

Training mathematics – Year 3
Coco the monkey will continue to show children the world of maths and numbers. The book 
contains fun and varied exercises about the central topics from year 3 maths class. Children will 
learn how to solve problems with numbers up to 1000, basic arithmetics, geometry, quantities, 
probability and combinatorics. Every chapter finishes with a test that helps pupils confirm they 
understood the material and can apply mathematical principles. Puzzles make sure maths never 
gets boring, and Coco the monkey will keep children entertained and focused on their tasks.

73 Primary school – 
Training mathematics – Year 3

72 Primary school – 
Training mathematics – Year 2

Specifications

Category primary school, 2nd year

Age 7+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 112 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-072-7

Author Helena Heiß

Illustrations Gisela Specht

Rights sold Belarus, China

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd year

Age 8+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 112 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-073-4

Author Helena Heiß

Illustrations Gisela Specht

Rights sold Belarus
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Training mathematics – Year 4
Many pupils feel challenged by maths in year 4. Pupils will revise and practise their skills solving 
maths problems with numbers up to one million, advanced geometry problems and the appli-
cation of the basic arithmetic operations. Various puzzles keep learning fun and engaging. Every 
chapter ends with a test that demonstrates pupils’ skills to parents and teachers and in-depth 
solutions allow children to work independently and at their own pace. Successfully finishing this 
book qualifies pupils for a smooth transfer to secondary school.

Word problems – Year 2
Word problems don’t have to be intimidating! This book helps pupils to develop and train 
strategies for understanding and solving word problems. All exercises are sorted by topic and 
are relevant to children’s lives. Coco the monkey offers useful tips and tricks. Parents and 
teachers can check progress with the help of tests at the end of the book and pupils can study 
independently by comparing their work with the solutions, which include complete calculations 
and extensive explanations.

52 Primary school – 
Word problems – Year 2

74 Primary school – 
Training mathematics – Year 4

Specifications

Category primary school, 4th year

Age 9+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 120 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-074-1

Author Adolf Hauschka

Illustrations Gisela Specht

Rights sold Belarus

Specifications

Category primary school, 2nd year

Age 7+

Series three titles (year 2 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 108 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-052-9

Author Heike Hünemann-Rottstegge

Illustrations Gisela Specht, Martina Knapp

Rights sold China
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Word problems – Year 3
What’s the best way to get better at solving word problems? Solve more word problems! That 
won’t be a problem with this book – it contains over 120 word problems at three different diffi-
culties. Pupils can practise solving these exercises step-by-step and then compare their solu-
tions with the detailed explanations included in the book. This way, children can independently 
develop useful strategies that will help them solve word problems in class. Coco the monkey 
keeps children company and gives them advice with challenging exercises.

Word problems – Year 4
This book is one of our oldest and most successful products. Pupils can work through more 
than 120 interesting word problems that gradually become more difficult. They will learn how to 
independently solve exercises that deal with the four basic arithmetic operations, units of length, 
weight, size and time. This book is especially suited for children who are struggling in class and 
helps them internalise useful strategies for word problems. The extensive illustrated solutions 
allow them to check their progress without shaming or belittling them. Puzzles and riddles make 
sure all pupils enjoy working with this book and experience maths as something fun.

19 Primary school – 
Word problems – Year 4

53 Primary school – 
Word problems – Year 3

  over 
        300,000 

  copies sold
  over 
        300,000 

  copies sold

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd year

Age 8+

Series three titles (year 2 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 92 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-053-6

Author Adolf Hauschka

Illustrations Gisela Specht

Specifications

Category primary school, 4th year

Age 9+

Series three titles (year 2 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 104 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-019-2

Author Adolf Hauschka

Illustrations Gisela Specht
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Maths exercises – Year 1
Practice makes perfect! This book contains lots of maths exercises for first year pupils so they 
can practise and revise at their own pace. The first part of the book covers the numbers 
1 through 10; the second part covers numbers 10 through 20. Diverse and easily understandable 
exercises let children become more secure in maths so they can excel in class and enjoy working 
with numbers. They can check their answers on their own by using the solutions included with 
this book.

Maths exercises – Year 2
You can’t learn maths without practising it! This book contains important exercises for second 
year maths students. Every problem is easily understandable and carefully structured so children 
learn to calculate with numbers 1 through 100 and practise their times tables, addition and sub-
traction. Children can work on these exercises without assistance from their parents or teachers 
and focus on topics they struggle with. They can check their answers on their own by using the 
solutions included with this book.

432 Maths exercises – Year 2 
Primary school

431 Maths exercises – Year 1 
Primary school

Specifications

Category primary school, 1st year

Age 6+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-431-2

Author Tina Harder

Illustrations Mascha Greune

Specifications

Category primary school, 2nd year

Age 7+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-432-9

Author Joshua Schulz

Illustrations Mascha Greune
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Maths exercises – Year 3
Only practice makes perfect, and this book is perfect for practising. All important topics of year 
3 are covered: calculating with numbers 1 through 1000, basic arithmetic operations, word 
problems and calculating quantities. Children can practise and revise these topics and focus on 
areas they want to improve in so their grades improve, too. The book contains a wide variety of 
interesting and easy-to-understand exercises. They can check their answers on their own by 
using the solutions included with this book.

Maths exercises – Year 4
Practice makes perfect! Improving maths skills is easy with a book like this, full of varied exercises 
that have been tested by children and teachers. This book covers the important topics of year 4, 
including basic arithmetic operations up to a million, word puzzles and quantities. Children can 
self-select topics they’re struggling with or work ahead if they don’t feel challenged in class. They 
can check their answers on their own by using the solutions included with this book.

434 Maths exercises – Year 4 
Primary school

433 Maths exercises – Year 3 
Primary school

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd year

Age 8+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-433-6

Author Diana Depireux

Illustrations Mascha Greune, Gisela Specht

Specifications

Category primary school, 4th year

Age 9+

Series four titles (years 1 to 4)

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 64 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 7,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-434-3

Author Diana Depireux

Illustrations Mascha Greune
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Times tables – Years 2 and 3
This book will turn pupils into times tables pros. Children can practise their times tables up to ten 
by solving lots of playful and varied exercises that have been lovingly illustrated. Many problems 
feature fun puzzles and riddles to motivate children who struggle with maths and don’t enjoy 
studying. The exercises start out easy and get more challenging. Like all our books, this book 
features solutions for every exercise that enable children to check their work without assistance 
from adults.

Maths adventure – Journey to the Middle Ages
Anna and Felix are twins. Their summer vacation at their grandfather’s old mansion turns into 
an exciting adventure when they discover a mysterious machine that lets them travel back in 
time. Stuck in King Arthur’s legendary realm, they have to solve many mathematical puzzles to 
find the machine’s inventor and solve the theft of the royal crown from the king’s court. This 
book is packed with exciting riddles, exercises and mathematical games that let children help 
the characters on their journey to the Middle Ages.

653 Primary school – 
Maths adventure – Journey to the Middle Ages

652 Primary school – 
Times tables – Years 2 and 3

Specifications

Category primary school, 2nd/3rd year

Age 7+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 96 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-048-2

Author Brigitte Schreiber

Illustrations Gisela Specht, Martina Knapp, Sabine Schnieder, Karl Feil, John Bassiner

Rights sold China

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd year

Age 8+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 92 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-653-8

Author Brigitte Schreiber

Illustrations Gisela Specht, Elke Dirksen, Hubert Stadtmüller
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Fun with English! Exercises for primary school
Learning English will be fun and easy with these blocks! Lots of pictures and exciting exercises 
motivate children to study English on their own. They will learn words and short phrases 
related to a variety of topics, such as colours, numbers, hobbies, food, pets and time. The blocks 
are especially suited for reviewing during the holidays so pupil’s keep their English skills fresh.

The handy size makes our blocks the perfect companion at home and on the go!

Fun with times tables! Years 2 and 3
Quick recall of basic times tables is an important skill that pupils have to acquire during their first 
years of school and is the basis for future maths class and real life. Learning them often means 
hours of boring repetition and studying, but this block helps children review and practise their 
time tables with fun and engaging exercises until they know them all by heart! Their handy size 
makes the block perfect for any trip and outing – this way, children can train and review on the go.

673 Primary school Block – 
Fun with English! Exercises for Primary school

665 Primary school Block – 
Fun with times tables! Years 2 and 3

674 Primary school Block – 
Fun with English! Exercises for Primary school

English

Specifications

Category primary school, year 2 and 3

Age 8+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 80 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-665-1

Author Helena Heiß

Illustrations Mascha Greune

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd and 4th year (1st and 2nd year of English)

Age 8+

Series two titles

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 80 pages, printed on one side

Colour four-colour

Edition hot melt perfect binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-673-6, 978-3-88100-674-3

Author Helena Heiß

Illustrations Mascha Greune
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My first book of English words
This book introduces children to lots of useful words. Each spread focuses on a specific topic 
and is illustrated by a set of beautiful watercolour images. Children will have to fill in the correct 
words for each picture. This way, learning vocabulary feels like doing a fun puzzle exercise that 
motivates children and improves recall. A short removable dice game gives children even more 
opportunities to practise their English. They can also practice looking up words independently 
with an alphabetical word list.

Present: Progressive & Simple
This tailor-made exercise book will make struggling with tenses a thing of the past. Children and 
adults are taught the differences between and pitfalls of present progressive and simple present 
in small steps. Developed by an experienced English teacher, this book focuses on problem 
areas and can be used regardless of the book used in class. While pupils will be able to use 
this product independently, each chapter ends with a test that parents and teachers can use to 
evaluate progress and understanding of the subject.

301 Secondary School – 
Present: Progressive & Simple

311 Primary school – 
My first book of English words

Specifications

Category primary school, 3rd year (1st year of English)

Age 8+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 96 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-045-1

Author Ludwig Waas

Illustrations Martina Knapp

Specifications

Category 5th year; adults

Age 10+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 72 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-301-8

Author Ludwig Waas

Illustrations Rainer Thiele
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Simple Past and Present Perfect – 2nd year of English
It can be challenging to correctly use tenses in English. This book teaches children and adults 
how and when to use simple past and present perfect and is completely independent of any 
course book used in class. The focus on two specific tenses and the differences between them 
allows pupils struggling with this topic to practise and study independently. It’s easy to keep track 
of progress and skills with the tests after each chapter and the final test at the end of the book. 
Solutions to all exercises are included.

305 Secondary School – 
Simple Past and Present Perfect – 2nd year of English

Important Grammar – 1st year of English
The first year of English introduces many important rules of grammar to pupils. This book lets 
them study and revise, either step-by-step or by focusing on topics that they’re struggling with. 
They will receive in-depth explanations and tips to avoid common mistakes before completing 
exercises until they have full control of their language use while writing and speaking. The book 
includes solutions to every exercise so pupils can study independently, and several tests that 
parents and teachers can use to supervise progress.

321 Secondary School 
Important Grammar – 1st  year of English

Specifications

Category 5th year; adults

Age 11+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 68 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-305-6

Author Ludwig Waas

Illustrations Rainer Thiele

Specifications

Category 5th year; adults

Age 10+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 108 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-321-6

Author Ludwig Waas

Illustrations Rainer Thiele
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Important Grammar – 2nd year of English
This book helps pupils to revise the most important rules of grammar they learn during their 
second year of English. Each chapter offers detailed explanations of the topic and tips from an 
experienced English teacher so children who are having trouble with the subject can learn at 
their own pace and complete exercises that strike the perfect balance between repetition and 
a challenge. By using the included solutions, pupils can work independently while parents and 
teachers can check their progress with tests at the end of each chapter.

322 Secondary School 
Important Grammar – 2nd year of English

Thank you for your interest in Hauschka Verlag and its publications. For foreign rights enquiries, 
more information or review copies please contact our foreign rights agent:

Asia and South America: 

Flieder Verlag GmbH 

Mrs. Lei Ren

Siemensstr. 4

D-63329

Egelsbach

Send all inquiries to the following address:

Ammerstr. 27

D-82362

Weilheim

phone +49 6103 2701204

lr@fliederverlag.de

For all other territories:

Hauschka Verlag GmbH

Mrs. Jasmin Fries

Lilienthalstraße 1 

D-82178

Puchheim 

jasmin.fries@hauschkaverlag.de

Contact informationEnglish

Specifications

Category 5th year; adults

Age 11+

Format 14.8 x 21.0 cm

Pages 96 pages, removable answer sheets

Colour four-colour

Edition softcover, staple binding

German retail price 9,90 €

ISBN 978-3-88100-322-3

Author Ludwig Waas

Illustrations Rainer Thiele
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